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Introduction
Radionuclide diagnostics of myocardium allows detecting its perfusion disorders at an early stage of the disease and assessing the severity of the pathological process in patients who had myocardial infarction, in order to determine the treatment trajectory of the patient [1] . The result of the radionuclide research is the reconstructed scintigraphic heart sections, which are often represented as the polar chart that visualize the share of radiopharm preparation inclusion into the myocardium segments in the state of rest or stress. In this case, the reliability of the interpretation of the functional examination results is determined by the skill level of the doctor-diagnostician, because in addition to the analysis of the scintigram pixel brightness in the state of rest and stress, it is necessary to take into consideration the contextual characteristics, for example, the symptoms, bad habits and chronic illness, the age and the weight categories, race, blood type, gender and others. One of the directions of reducing the load on a doctor-diagnostician and increase in the accuracy of diagnostic conclusions is development and implementation of the capable of learning decision making support systems (DMSS) that make computer interpretation of the radionuclide examination results.
The original matrix of the polar map image contains 1088 pixels, which makes the process of the recognition of pathological functional states [1] [2] [3] of the myocardium difficult. The class alphabet, which characterizes the functional myocardium states generally does not fully cover the space of the features of the diagnostic recognition associated with it, due to the complexity of a full analysis of the subject area both at the stage the dictionary formation and at the stage of the alphabet formation. That is why, for the current alphabet of classes, the dictionary of features in the information sense is overloaded and needs optimization. The deletion of non-informative and disruptive signs can improve the information capacity and reduce the computational complexity of decision rules for the diagnostic system, however, under conditions of using training samples of small volume in the tasks with a lot of features, the traditional methods of machine training and feature selection are characterized by low efficiency.
Analysis of scientific literature and the problem statement
In the tasks connected with the analysis of the medical examination results, the use of artificial neural networks [3, 4] , in which a minimum quality of training vectors depends on the feature space size, has become widely spread. However, in practice, the volume of training samples of certain classes of recognition does not reach even a hundred of features, but the volume of the dictionary of features in case of the radionuclide heart diagnostics exceeds thousands, which results in the low efficiency of this approach. Proposed in the works of [4, 5] , the methods of the image compression of the polar map of the radiopharm preparation distribution in segment-by-segment averaging of pixels brightness or splitting images into components using Fourier fast transformation allow reducing the feature space size to hundreds or dozens of features, but does not allow getting faultless, by the training matrix, decision rules.
It is connected with both the intentional roughening of the results, loss of informative features and with ignoring the contextual data of patients' examination. In the papers [6, 7] , the use of contextual results of patients' examination in the form of disease history and other clinical information for the prognosis of myocardium perfusion disorders on the basis of the supportive vectors methods (SVM) are considered. However, the accuracy of the obtained decision rules with different kernels of SVM classifier did not exceed 81 %, which is associated with heterogeneous distribution of the vectors of the sample and the intersection of the classes in the feature space. In the works [5, 8] , it was offered to use the method of principal components and the algorithm Relief -F for reduction of the dictionary of features containing category features, both quantitative and converted with the use of Dummy-coding of category features. However, obtained by the traditional algorithms (SVM, J 4.8, Bayes Net and Naive Bayes), decision rules are not characterized by high accuracy as a result of ignoring non-linear structural image relations and the presence of category features.
One of the promising ways of improving reliability of the decision rules of the recognition of the myocardium functional state is the use of the ideas and methods of informational-extreme intellectual technology (IEI-technology) for the analysis and synthesis of the diagnostic systems capable of learning [9] . IEI-technology is based on the adaptation of the input mathematical description of the diagnostic system to the conditions of its functioning in the process of maximizing the information capability of the system, which allows substantiating the choice of the method and parameters of the compression of the images of the polar maps of radionuclide myocardium research without any loss of diagnostic information.
In this case, the use of the rough binary encoding of the training sample [10, 11] allows accelerating the search for optimal geometric parameters of separate hyper-surfaces in the binary sub-paraception feature space; using the information criterion allows handling the small-size samples (about 40 vectors) and ensuring high generalizing capacity of the decision rules as a result of the smoothing effect of the logarithmic function [12] . In addition, in order to increase the reliability and reduce the computational complexity of decision rules in the framework of the IEI-technology, there were investigated the algorithms for the sequential selection of features without their return, in which the assessment of both separate features and genetic ones [13] was carried out by the selection of subsets of features.
However, it was shown that it is characteristic for the investigated algorithms to get locked in the local optimum of the multi-extreme information criterion. In this case, the genetic algorithms are characterized by high iteration and sensitivity to the settings of the input parameters, which, in a general case, is a priori unknown.
In the work [13] , there was examined the use of sequential algorithms of the selection of features of return, which are characterized by the simplicity of implementation, however, the high complexity of the implementation limits their practical use in the tasks with lots of features. At this, within the IEI-technology there is an opportunity to assess the information of features directly in the process of optimization of the genotype and phenotype parameters of the diagnostics system functioning, which can increase the efficiency of the search for the optimal, in the information sense, dictionary of features.
In the paper [14] , there was considered the use of the cluster algorithm of the feature selection, which is easier to implement in comparison with the genetic, it has fewer controlling parameters and is able to get the optimal solution within several iterations of its work. Therefore, it becomes necessary to study the algorithms for the information-extreme machine learning system of the radionuclide diagnostics with the optimization of the feature recognition dictionary by carrying out consistent directed and cluster procedures of search for the global maximum of the information criterion of the optimization, in order to enhance the reliability and the efficiency of diagnostic solutions.
The purpose and objectives of the study
The aim of this work is to enhance functional efficiency of the capable of leraning DMSS as a part of a computer system of functional diagnostics of cardio-vascular pathologies by the polar maps images of the myocardium perfusion and by the clinical information.
To achieve the goal, the following tasks are to be solved -to determine optimum parameters for the compression of the images of the polar mapping of radionuclide examination of the myocardum without the loss of the diagnostic information;
-to design information-extreme sequentional directed and cluster algorithms of selection of the dictionary of features, which includes both quantitative and category features, and compare the effectiveness of the designed algorithms;
-to determine the optimum, in terms of information, volume of the dictionary of features by the representative training samples. The input data for making the diagnostic conclusion concerning functional state of the myocardium can include both the quantitative and the category features. To the quantitative features of the functional state of the myocardium, we can generally refer the brightness values of the pixels in the polar maps of the perfusion of myocardium at rest and load (stress) state, to category (contextual) features we can refer the symptoms, the harmful habits and chronic illness, the age and the weight category, the race, blood type, gender and others.
In the framework of the IEI-technology, there was developed the structure of the decision rules based on the hypothesis of the availability of the basic class of recognition
X {X } ∈ relative to which all other images are considered as deviations of a certain level and direction. At this, with the purpose of considering the frequency of occurrence of category features in the basic class, the contour of the optimization should include the operator of their frequency conversion. In the simplest case, the conversion of the training matrix is replacing the nominal values of the category features of the input of a training matrix with the appropriate frequencies of their appearance in the basic class.
The application of rough adaptive encoding of features, in which the unification of the information of different types by binary representation takes place, allows considering the probable characteristics of both quantitative and category features [10, 11] . At this, in the framework of the IEI-technology, the process of encoding features lies in the search of the optimal field limits of the tolerance control which determine the limits of the probability of the feature values in the basic recognition class
In the general case of the L-level of the tolerance control system (TCS) of the corresponding lower Lower,l,i A and upper Upper,l,i A control tolerance of the first level is calculated by the formulas:
where B,i y is the averaged value of a feature in a basic class; i δ is the parameter of the field of control tolerance; max δ is the maximum value for a field of control tolerance.
The formation of binary training matrix
for L-level of the tolerance control system is made by the rule
The limits of the control tolerance divide the region of the possible values of a feature of recognition into 2×L+1 areas, to each of which a separate binary code of i-th sign consisting of L digits corresponds. The encoding distance between the codes of the adjacent areas is equal to one code unit, and the encoding distance between the code areas situated across one or more areas is equal to two or more code units. The proposed scheme of encoding (3) allows increasing the variety of binary vectors-implementations and considering the direction of the deviation of the distribution of vectors-implementstions of images from the basic class, which corresponds to the most desired functional state of the examined object.
The algorithm for iteration optimization of the control tolerance by the consistent algorithm lies in approaching the global maximum of the information criterion optimization its limiting value in the admissible area of values of function criterion and has the following structure of the iteration procedure optimization:
where i G δ is the area of admissible values of a parameter of the field of control tolerance for і-th sign; ⊗ is the symbol of the operation of repetition; L is the number of runs of iteration procedures of consistent optimization of control tolerance; m E is the information criterion of the functional efficiency (CFE) of training the diagostic system to recognize the implementation class o m X . However, the efficiency of sequential algorithms usually depends on the starting point of the search, so to determine the input values of the parameter i δ , which is the input parameter for the algorithm of sequential optimization, in IEI-technology, the implementation of parallel procedure of the search of the quasi-optimal values of parameter i δ that are in the working area of the function definition of the informative CFE, is very common. The structure of the iteration procedure of the optimization of the parameter of the field of control tolerance by the parallel algorithm has the form of [13] 
where G δ is the admissible area of values for a parameter of field in the control tolerance i ,i 1, N. δ = δ = In order to increase the reliability of the decision rules and reduce their computational complexity, it is necessary to delete the interfering features, the deletion of which leads to an increase in the averaged by alphabet classes informative CFE of training E and the non-informative features, the removal of which does not change the information CFE of training. The selection of signs of recognition is carried out by the tree-cycle iteration procedure of the search of the maximum CFE in the working (admissible) area of the definition of the functions of CFE of training by the procedure where k E is the averaged value of the CFE of training DMSS, computated at k-step of training (selection of the dictionary); {k} is the set of training steps.
Among the heuristic methods of the feature selection, the sequential directed algorithms, which include all the stages of the sequential deletion and the sequential return of features are widely spread. However, the characteristics of the feature encoding within the IEI-technology predetermine the presence of the built-in mechanisms for detection of the non-informative features, and the sequential assessment of the descriptiveness degree of signs by their influence on the information CFE of training allows identifying a set of informative, non-informative and disruptive symptoms at the beginning of each run of the procedure of directed optimal search of the dictionary of features. Consider the basic steps 15. The computation by the procedures (4), (5) of the parallel-sequential optimization of the TCS of the global maximum of CFE (k) E for the optimal dictionary * i Σ and determination of the optimal parameters of training.
16. Comparison:
where e is a small positive number, then "STOP", otherwise, make the transition to step 5. One of the simplest for the implementation population algorithms of the search optimization is the algorithm of the cluster of particles (Particle Cluster Optimization) [14] . Cluster algorithm that implements the search of the optimum dictionary of features operates the populations of a n agents, each of which contains one of the variants of the dictionary. The input set of features in the cluster search algorithm seems to be in the form of a numeric vector |N| P of the length N, which corresponds to the position of a cluster agent in a multi-dimensional space of decisions.
In this case the i-th component of the position of the agent of a cluster takes the values from 0 to 100 inclusive and corresponds to the probability of inclusion of the i-th sign of the full (original) dictionary to the dictionary of features of a specific agent. The threshold θ is used to determine which of the features is used and which is not. By default, the threshold of the selection of features is equal to 0,5. θ = If for the agent of a cluster the condition i P > θ is met, then in the appropriate dictionary the i-th sign is present, in the opposite case, it is deleted.
To calculate the value of the objective function of the cluster search algorithm, it is possible to use the procedure (5) of parallel optimization of TCS, and the final value of the information capacity of the diagnostics system for the found optimum dictionary of features is possible to be obtained by the procedures (4) and (5) of the parallel-sequential algorithm of optimization of the TCS. Consider the basic steps of the implementation of the algorithm of particles cluster for optimizing vector |N| P . 1. Initialization of cluster particle (agents): 1) initialization of the number of particles a n ; 2) initialization of the size of each particle N and initialization of change limit of the i-th coordinate and the j-th particle j,i P ; 3) initialization of the input positions of particles + < then make the transition to step 2, otherwise to step 7.
However the cluster algorithm of search is directed primarily to deleting the disruptive features of recognition, and accordingly to increasing the averaged by the alphabet of classes CFE of training. For the purpose of the additional reduction of the capacity of the dictionary of features by deleting the rest of non-information features, it is necessary to make some modification of the cluster algorithm of the search. For this, it is necessary to modify the procedure of updating the values of the best personal Pbest position of the search agents by the rule As the information CFE of machine learning the diagnostic DMSS, it is proposed to use a modified in the paper [15] normalized measure of S. Kullbaсk, a working formula of which has the form The value of CFE, calculated by the formula (4) lies in the range of actual numbers [0;1]. In this case, only the sensitivity of the CFE to the change in the characteristics of accuracy depends on the parameter
The value of the parameter w is usually chosen in the range [2;4] . w ∈ Thus, the proposed algorithms of training intellectual DMSS for the functional diagnostics of the myocardium pathologies lie in implementing multi-cycle iteration procedure of the optimization of the dictionary of features, control tolerance and the geometrical parameters of the division of the feature space into the equivalence classes in the process of the search for the global maximum of the modification of the information CFE of S. Kullbaсk in the workspace of the definition of its function.
5.
Results of the physical simulation of the system of radionuclide diagnosing capable of learning Fig. 1 shows the dependence of the averaged information CFE (6) of training the system of the functional diagnostics of myocardium on the number of the complex components of the fast Fourier transformation, which is used for forming a dictionary of diagnostic features. The three-level tolerance control system was chosen by the recommendations of the paper [15] . The analysis of Fig. 1 indicates that the optimum number of the complex components of the fast Fourier transformation is equal to * с 33 = and their further increase does not lead to the increase in the TCS of training to recognize the functional state of the myocardium. When this maximum value averaged by the alphabet of class of the СFE is equal to * E 0,75, = which in accordance with the principle of deferred decisions illustrates the need to consider other parameters of functioning of the diagnostic system.
Let us consider the results of the machine training of the system of diagnostics with sequential directed selection of features for the alphabet of classes, which characterizes the functional state of the myocardium by ratings: The dictionary of features contains 66 quantitative features acquired through Fourier transformation, and 10 categorical features that characterize the context data of the examination.
In Fig. 2 the two curves are shown. The first curve illustrates the dynamics of the changes in the maxima of the normal value of the CFE of training in the process of the selection of the features averaged by the alphabet of classes, and the second curve illustrates the graph of change of the ratio of the capacity of current vocabulary of features to the full dictionary of features during its optimization. Fig. 2 . Graph of the change of the maxima of the averaged CFE (6) and the capacity of the dictionary of features during its optimization by sequential directed algorithm of search
The first curve in Fig. 2 is formed from maxima of the averaged CFE, calculated by the parallel (5) algorithm of the optimization of the TCS. This last value jump of the CFE at the last run of the algorithm of the selection of features corresponds to the result of the parallel-sequential optimization of the TCS by the procedures (5) and (4) with the optimum dictionary of features. The second curve in Fig. 2 consists of the consecutive ups and downs which correspond to the procedures of deleting non-informative and disruptive features and the consistent returning of the deleted features.
The analysis of Fig. 2 shows that during 5 runs of the algorithm of feature selection, 100 iterations were carried out and the optimum, by 17 % abridged dictionary was obtained, in which the value of the CFE, calculated in the process of the parallel-sequential optimization of the TCS is equal to * E =0.91, which corresponds to the increase in the reliability of recognition when compared with the full dictionary of features.
Consider the results of the cluster algorithm of the selection of the dictionary of features with the settings by default: the weight of inertia is equal to w 0,95, = the movement of the particles without acceleration 1 2 c c 1,0, = = the speed of the particles is limited by the value max, i V 2 = and the number of particles of cluster is a n 30. = Fig. 3 shows the process of the cluster selection of the dictionary without modifying the procedure of upgrading the values of the best personal Pbest and global Gbest positions, and in Fig. 3 it is shown with the proposed modification. In this case, the first curve illustrates the dynamics in the change of the maxima of the averaged by the alphabetical class value of the CFE (6) of training in the process of the cluster selection of features, and the second curve is the graph of a change in the ratio of the capacity of the current vocabulary of features to the capacity of a full dictionary of features during its optimization.
The analysis of Fig. 3 shows that at the 250 th iteration of the cluster search algorithm, the best dictionary was found, that ensures the creation of decision rules, faultless by the training matrix, and the reduction of the capacity of the dictionary of features by 42 %. At this, 90 % of the non-informative and disruptive features were deleted at the first iterations of the cluster algorithm, and the capacity of the dictionary did not substantially change throughout the search. The analysis of Fig. 3, b shows that in the process of the selection of the features by the modified cluster search algorithm, at the 82 nd iteration, we manage to get the limit value of the averaged by the alphabet of classes CFE. However, the introduction of the limits to the number of iterations max K 170 = without stopping the search when reaching the limit CFE value, can reduce the capacity of the dictionary of features compared with the original one by 60 %. At this, the graph of a change in the dictionary capacity has mostly falling character.
Discussion of the results of physical simulation
Unlike the works [5, 7, 8] , where the achieved accuracy of diagnostic results is 85 %, proposed in the framework of the IEI-technology modification of the sequential directed selection of the dictionary of features provides the estimated by the training matrix probability of making correct diagnostic decision equal to true P 0,999, = which corresponds to two incorrectly classified vectors of the training sample. At this, the proposed modification of the cluster algorithm of the selection of the dictionary of features with using information-extreme machine training allows obtaining the faultless by the training matrix decisive rules.
In order to assess the representation level used in the experimental samples, the volume of which is 300 vectors, within the IEI-technology, the minimum volume of the representative training sample is defined. This is carried out by building at each test the confidence interval for estimating the probability of р і of the location of the i-th feature in the area of the control tolerance with the probability of reliability 1-Q:
where Q is the level of significance (small sign-positive number that is usually chosen from the standard range of 0.05; 0.01 and 0.001); Q max (n) e is the maximum statistical error with given Q, which in accordance with the paper [16] is a function of the number of tests n and is equal to
where Ф(...) is the Laplace function. Test n from the compromise area 30 n 100 < < at which a preset interval is [0, 5 ] , ± ∆ where the value Δ is chosen from the range 0<Δ<0.5 by a developer of the software or is calculated by the program, covers dynamic confidence interval (7), defines the minimum volume of the training sample. In a general case, when the preset interval can cover the trust one in a forbidden area (n 30 ≤ ), one must use the iteration procedure to decrease the parameter Δ until the lower and upper limits of the confidence interval (7) are covered in the compromise area by the interval [0, 5 ]. ± ∆ Fig. 4 shows the example of the determination of the minimum number of the training samples for the first feature of recognition with the optimum system of tolerance control and a preset parameter 0,15. ∆ = Fig. 4 . Determination of the minimum volume of the training sample: 1 is the graph of the function e Qmax =f(n); 2 is the graph of the empirical frequency i p k / n; =  3 is the lower limit of the confidence interval; 4 is the upper limit of the confidence interval Th analysis of Fig. 4 shows that in the compromise area, the minimum volume of the training sample for the first feature equals to min n 81. = A similar procedure was carried out for other features. Since the results of the procedure of the determination of the minimum volume of the tests min n give the lower values to the examined features, in order to obtain the same number of implementations in the training matrix, it is advisable to take the maximum value min min,i {i} n max n = i. e. min n 81. = Thus, the proposed algorithms of the optimization of the parameters of functioning of the information-extreme machine training of the diagnostic system allow obtaining the faultless by the training samples of the volume n 81 ≥ highly reliable decision rules, the accuracy of which in the exam mode may acceptably approach the limit value.
Conclusions
1. There was determined the optimum, in the information sense, number of the components of the fast Fourier transformation which are used in the analysis of scintigrams of myocardium in a state of stress and rest, that allows increasing the efficiency of algorithms of machine training of a diagnostic system. 2. A high efficiency of the developed modifications of the algorithms of the selection of the dictionary of features was proved by the results of the physical simulation. The advantages of the cluster algorithm compared with the dictionary sequentially directed by the operative search and by the level of the compression were displayed. At this, there were obtained faultless by the training matrix decision rules, the reliability of which in the exam mode acceptably approaches the limit value.
3. The optimal capacity, in the information sense, of the dictionary of features, found by the cluster algorithm, which is 40 % of the original dictionary, i. e. meets 30 criteria, was defined. At this, there was established the minimum volume of the representative training sample of the myocardium scintigrams for receiving faultless by the training matrix decision rules, that is min n 81 = which allows reducing the requirements for the formation of the input mathematical description with expanding the alphabet of the recognition classes.
Introduction
When measuring vibration of the heavy machinery (generators, turbines), connection of transducers is one of the critical issues. As a rule, classical piezoaccelerometers with charge output aren't used for that task due to their inherent limitations. As cable capacity has a significant influence on the piezoaccelerometer voltage sensitivity coefficient and on the frequency response slope at high frequencies, cable length is typically not higher than 1-3 m, which is insufficient for measurement of vibration of heavy machinery. Moreover, the cable of piezoaccelerometer has to be prop-
